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Grnd~ U 
Getting the Curve StraigNfifF Mlr.H. 
by Todd Chambers 
"There is a fine line bl'fween one Rrode and 
another. The hope I( that o1•er the course of 
the low school career, the Rood breaks and 
the bad breaks balance 0111 and you find 
yourself on one side of the /me as often as on 
the other. Of course. statiSIIcolly 11 's ol .. ·ovs 
possible that one poor I!UI will a/won end up 
at the highest end of the lo..,er f!.rade Ufe If 
cruel." 
Dean Tt'rrence Sa ndalo\\ 
Life is cruel. That poor guy is me. The 
thing is. I've al\\ ays gotten good 
grades, excellent grades Until now, 
It's only been in life s social sphere that 




Jody Lewl((er, a tl11rd yt•ar Hudent, 11 
the Treasurer of the Vuuonol Low.vers 
Guild. The NLG ts a natiOnal 
orxanizotion of Ol'l!r 7()()() lawyers. lelfal 
workers and jo1flrouw law\'l!fl. The NLG 
has an office mAnn t lrhor located in the 
basement of Hutchm1 Hull and recei1·es 
on appropriation from the LSSS wh1ch 
partially funds 1tr operouonf. AccordinR 
to tht LG mformaflon bmchure, "The 
Guild was foundt•d m 1937 as a 
progressive. anfl·ract(f alternatn·e to the 
Amertcon Bar Asw<iution Gutfd mem-
bers ha1 e lm'OII·td thl'lmefl·t\ m l'lrtua/(1· 
evuy Hfllf!.Rit m th11 countn for 
econom1c, wnal. and polaical 
j usuce ... " Lt'"'lllt•r re<·enth• talked 
with Rts Ge-;lat \funal(Jnl/ l:.d1tor Jeff 
EisenberR about the (..Jw/d'r phtloroph1es. 
its work at the Ann tlrhor chopttr. and 
her ownfeelmlff a~ 11 liberal law Hudent ut 
U. of M. Ia~< H'ltool 
Q. Why don 't you tell me about a 
couple of the proj('cts that the U. of 
M. chapter is working on right now. 
A. Okay. There's the larm labor 
organizing committee. There is a 
'ce LEWITTF:R. page two 
This story by staff writer Todd Chambers is the first of two parts on 
what is, at/east for some of us, a somewhat painful subject. Next week s taf 
writer Mike Vale will follow up with a look at why we need grades at all. 
But a C ... ? Damn it! That's the last 
straw. I had never received a " hook '' in 
my entire illustrious academic career. 
provided me with a copy of what they 
term " Grade Guidelines" which is 
reprinted on page eight. 
First, note that this is a grade 
guideline, not a grade mandate. Martin 
made it clear that, "Each professor is 
free to give whatever grade he wishes. 
The grade guidelines presenUy in use 
reflect actual grade distribution in a 
previous period." Thus, the "curve" is 
nothing more than a guide which a 
professor may follow when assigning 
grades to an average class. 
highest end of the lower grade." I mean. 
I'm quite accustomed to coming up a 
dollar short at some of the world's 
finest restaurants come check time. So 
I wash a few dishes, who cares? It 
doesn't even bother me when my latest 
young love cancels our bowling date to 
go beachcombing with Bruno. I can 
handle that. Dealing with rejection is a 
hobby for me. And the valentine that 
doesn't arrive until September, no 
problem. It 's the thought that counts 
What goes on here? Just what is this 
mysterious "curve" that's made ine 
and a good number of other brilliant 
academicians contend with mental 
mediocrity for the first time? 
It turns out that it's not so mysterious Second, these guidelines apply only to 
after all. Professor Jim :\lartin. Chair- the "average" class. As they are based 
man of the Academic Standards and _ on actual distribution over a period of 
Incentives Committee, happily Ste GRADE . page eight 
Doily Pholo 
Former U.S. Attorney General Elliott Richardson at the law school last week. 
Richardson Calls for 
Checks on Nationalism 
by Casey Rucker 
A piecemeal approach may represent 
the most practical means of 
establishing a rule of law among 
nations, EUiot Richardson told a Law 
School audience last week as he 
delivered the thir ty-fi rst series of 
Thomas !\1. Cooley lectures. 
Richardson, who held four cabinet 
posts under President Nixon and recen-
tly headed the U.S. delegation to the In-
ternational Law of the Sea Conference. 
spoke of the role and structure of inter-
national organizations in an in-
creasingly interdependent world. 
"Great effort is necessary to over-
come the power of nationalism in a 
world where many countries have only 
recently achieved independence, " he 
said. Because nationalism is such a 
pervasive force in international politics 
today, establishing a rule of law among 
nations is not a task which can be direc-
tly approached, Richardson said. Only 
through the intermediary steps of 
establishing international agreements 
with independent organizations for 
their enforcement can we hope to bring 
reason to international affairs. 
~tultilateral treaty organizations, 
developed for specific purposes and 
given limited powers, contribute to an 
international legal framework within 
which national interests must operate, 
Richardson said. 
"None of the serious problems facing 
the world today will yield to ad hoc 
solutions, ·• he said. " Every problem 
requires broadly-based multilateral 
See RICHARD ON, page two 
Small Class 
for 1st years 
Th1s .ftory waf based on a report from 
Faculty Meettnf( Reprtstntotn:t John Fronk. 
In action aimed at alleviating first-
year student alienation and pressure at 
the law school, the faculty voted last 
Friday to conduct at least one substan-
tive first-year course in sections of 24 
students or less. 
The first-year curriculum will also 
include the additional requirement of 
Constitutional Law, while Civil 
Procedure will be reduced to four 
credits and the first year elective will 
be dropped. On balance. first-year 
students will be left with one additional 
credit and one more final exam. 
As a consequence of the changes, 
more faculty will be channelled into fir-
st year classes. which means th'at ex-
pansion of the upper class curriculum 
will be slowed. 
The faculty vote- which passed by a 
substantial majority- reflects the 
faculty's feeling that the changes will at 
least help to address first-yea r 
pressure. The benefits of small section 
interaction, including greater oppor-
tunity for student input and the chance 
to get to know professors in a more per-
sonal setting, all contributed to this 
feeling . The idea that professors in a 
small class might be willing to review 
exams with students also appealed to 
the faculty . 
An additional plus will come in 
recruiting new faculty . Since more 
faculty will be teachang first-year 
classes, and because some believe that 
incoming faculty enjoy the prospect of 
teaching fi rst-year classes, the ad-
ministration may have an additional 
lure for prospective professors. 
Opponents of the changes focused on 
the costs to the upper class, citing 
current over-enrollment an several 
courses and the need to improve the 
quality and diversity of the second and 
third year course offerings. 
Res Gestae February 10, 1982 page 2 
Le Witter-NLG Interview, from page one 
group of primarily migrant farm-
workers in northern Ohio . . . 
they've been trying to organize as a 
union for a long time ... it's the 
Campbells and Libby's boycott. I 
don't know ii you·ve heard of it. We 
do a lot of support work for them ... 
Another project is the prison 
project. That primarily consists of 
two things. We get letters from 
prisoners all over the country . . . 
both from the national chapter of 
NLG and also those funneled 
through that come to the Dean and to 
Kamisar and Israel ... So people 
answer letters, they'll xerox a case, 
they'll s hepardize it or explain to 
someone a line of cases, they'll find 
out how to file a form. Occasionally 
people have written briefs for in-
mates. There's a lot of that work and 
Richardson, 
cooperation. Any mechanism designed 
to solve such a problem must rest on in-
ternational law in order to be secure 
and effective.'' 
Richardson spent about one-half of 
the three-part series discussi ng 
general requirements for multilateral 
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we can only begin to scratch the sur-
face. The other part of the prison 
project is a tutoring project at Huron 
Valley Womens Prison ... to train 
jailhouse lawyers .... 
Q. I've beard some people caU you a 
radical group. Is that an accurate 
description? 
A. What do you mean by radical? 
Q. Well, you tell me. Would you say 
you're a radical group according to 
your own definition? 
A. Hmmm- 1 don't know if that 
would be the right word, but if you're 
looking at the ACLU for example 
and the Guild, I 'd put the Guild to the 
left of the ACLU. I'd say we're anti-
imperialist. Is that radical to you? 
Q. I don't know. But what I 'm trying 
to get at is how wide sweeping are 
we talking in terms of desiring social 
from page one 
creation, constitutional concerns such 
as decision-making structures, a nd 
matters of international law such as en-
forcement of the institutions' 
provisions. He complemented this 
theoretical discussion by describing 
several currently-existing organi-
zations, as well as possibilities for 
future ones. 
cha nge. Does the group want to work 
within the sys tem . change the 
system. or what? 
A. It 's easier for me to answer that 
as an individual than it is for me to 
speak for the Guild. But I think the 
Guild seeks substa ntial social 
change. For example the Guild is 
generally for abolishing, and not 
reforming the CIA .... It 's not party 
affiliated, and it's not associated 
with a particular line, so it 's hard for 
me to pin down. We have members 
who are what you call liberal, a nd 
we have members who are to lhe left 
of liberal. Probably not anybody to 
the right ... 
Q . I 've heard William Kunstler 
speak. He ta kes a very radica l 
position about the legal profession .. 
... he wants it, as 
I understood him, to be used as a tool 
to replace the existing social order 
with something radically different. 
Do you th ink that reflects the 
thinking or a substa ntial number of 
members of the Guild? 
A. To the extent that the legal 
profession does not provide 
adequate representa lion for poor 
people, for black people, for gay 
people, we are for changing that. It 's 
really hard to paint a picture of what 
the future should look like. But I 
think the main criticism that the 
Guild has with the legal profession is 
that they a re trained to be represen-
tatives of corporations and interests 
with money. And people in the Guild 
arc generally interested in represen-
ting people who don't have money 
and power. 
~. That brings up an interesting 
point. llere you are in a very conser-
vative Jaw school with a conser-
vative student body. Are you uncom-
fortable as a group and as an in-
dividual being here? 
A. Well one thing that the Guild does 
that's good is it provides a kind of 
support group for people who see 
their role as lawyers as much dif-
ferent from the majority of students 
here. They're not primarily lhe 
students you see interviewing in 
room 200. I think that we see our 
main role within this school as 
education of the s tudent body 
towards the needs of people they 
don't come in contact with 
everyday. 
Q. Do you get through to them? 
A. I think there a re some people who 
the Guild plays a very important\ 
function for. who come into this 
school with very good intentions, 
and the Guild helps them focus 
them . And I think that even people 
who are corporate oriented can 
learn from what the Guild says 
about certain things that they are 
involved in but I don't think they're 
going to change. 
Q. Are you worried that as a r esull or 
your Guild activity. someday you'll 
find yoursrlf iu a justice depart-
meut fil r? 
A. I'm sure. I can't worry about it 
day-to-day, because it's too real to 
worry about. 
The challenge of the drafters of the 
constitutions of internaHonal 
organizations is to produce a n 
agreement which is both acceptable to 
aiJ nations involved and is capable of 
achieving its purpose. On one side of 
this balance is a compromise 
organization acceptable to all concer-
ned because it has no author ity of its 
own. On the other hand, Richardson 
said, "Some results are so desirable 
that they should have binding power, 
but so sensitive that nations aren't 
willing to delegate that power. Inter-
national peacekeeping is an example of 
that situation.·· 
Martin Cheating Update 
In order to achieve a balance between 
these extremes. Richardson prescribed 
well-defined, specific goals for each 
organization , a clearly-structured 
mechanism for achieving its purpose, 




by Jeff Eisenberg 
The fate of the students accused of 
participating in the Comm Trans 
cheating rmg will probably be decided 
withm the next month by the Commit-
tee on Professional Responsibility. Ac-
cording to Professor William Pierce. 
chairman of the Committee, " We have 





Ann Arbc.r.;s Finest Pizza 











... ' .. 
hope to reach a decision quickly ." 
However. it appears that little ad-
ditional information will be forth -
coming from official channels until the 
investigation is over. Professor P ierce 
slated. "I w11l have no further comment 
on the proceedings until they are con-
cluded." explaining that nondisclosure 
is mandated bv the Law School's Rules 
of Conduct and Disciplinary 
Proceedings 
"The Committee is proceeding ac-
cording to the rules." stated P ierce, 
who added that considerations of 
privacy to students, persumptions of 
innocence until guilt is proven, and the 
possible legal consequences of any 
publicity justify the non-disclosure 
policy. 
Rule 13 of the Rules of Conduct states. 
"The Committee a nd the Court shall 
periodically publishbrief reports of the 
matters of which they have disposed. 
The repor ts shall be in a form 
calculated to achieve wide publicity in 
the law school and designed to maintain 
the anonymity of offenders and alleged 
offenders." 
gold bond 
f·~! ·)1·-)A l ·f t ")I ~i\ 
. doom--~ . leether ..._.... • . 
. _, .... _,i"' . ''" - , ....... . 
332 maynard 
... thetower pfaza eea-8335 
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News ·& N-otices 
THE FAMILY LAW PROJ ECT: Case 
Review and skills workshop on Friend 
of the Court Interviews 
of the Court Interviews/ Child Support 
is Tues., Feb. 16 at 7:30p.m. in Rm . 212 
Hutchins Hall. 
-THEANNUALSUSANB.ANTHONY 
POTLUCK is back. Her birthday will be 
celebrated on Sunday, Feb. 21 at 5:JO in 
the Lawyer 's Club Dining Room . The 
whole school is invited. Watch for more 
informa tion. 
SP END A DAY WITH a Guild lawyer 
and learn about a phase of public in-
terest practice that interests you ! Sign-
up sheets on the Guild bulletin board in 
the basement of the old library. 
THE NATIONAL LAWYEKS GUILD 
Sunday Potluck will be at 613 N. Fifth 
Avenue, February 14, 5:30. Cook or 
bring beverages. Newcomers welcome 
(dress down! >. Special guest possible, 
and infor mal discussion of issues 
coming up at National Executive Board 
meeting in Santa Fe. 
APP LICATIONS ARE NOW BEING 
ACCEPTED for the positions of NIGHT 
MANAGER 1982-83 Academic Year, 
and SUMMER NIGHT MANAGER 
1982. Applications are available at the 
main desk of the Lawyers Club and 
MUST be returned no later than 4:00 
pm on Monday, February 15, 1982. 
Director, Diane Nafranowicz, or call 
764-1112. 
THE REGISTRATION MATER IALS 
for 13th National Conference on Women 
and the Law are here. Do you need irl-
formation on the 160 workshops on 
labor, family law, and constitutional 
issues, on the 400 presenters, the Holly 
Near concert, the films, the fine art 
exhibit, the lunches and caucuses, or 
the Detroit labor history tours'? The 
registration forms with this infor-
mation can be picked up in front of 
room 100 or in the WLSA office. The 
special half price registration fee for 
UM law students is only S17.50 <the law 
school is picking up the other halO. The -
conference is being held in Cobo Hall, 
Detroit on March 26-28. 
TH E NATIO NAL LAWYERS 
GUIILD is accepting a pplications for 
the 1982 Summer Projects. Located 
throughout the country, Guild projects 
provide a n oppor tuni ty to combine 
political and legal . work for a modest 
stipend. This summer placements are 
available wi t h t he Brown Lung 
Association, the Fa r m Labor 
Or ganizing Com mittee, Indian law 
Project, NLG, Nationa l, Labor Law 
Center, Southern Civil Rights Project, 
Teamsters for a Democratic Union, 
Women and Employment, a nd New 
Mexico Energy Project. Applications 
are due Feb. 27th and are ava ilable in 
the LG office, 763-2300. 
THE WOMEN OF MARTHA COOK 
would like to invite all Law students to a 
Valentine Tea this Friday, Feb. 12, 3:30 
in the Gold Room. 
NEED A STUDY BREAK? Come see 
"The Secret of Loving" on Thursday, 
Feb. 11, at 9 pm in the Cook Room of the 
Lawyers Club Cin section). The film 
is both entertaining and thought-
provoking, featuring Josh McDowell of 
Campus Crusade for Christ addressing 
a college audience on love and sex. 
Sponsored by the Ch ristian Law 
Students. 
UNITED J EWISH APPEAL is an 
umbrella organization which channels 
monies to a variety of social programs 
in the United States and abr oad. 
Because of the rising costs of these · 
programs, individual support is sorely 
needed for the achievement of UJA 
goals. 
Last year, law students pledged ap-
proximately $4000, much of which has 
still not been collected. The goal of this 
year's campaign effort, which con-
tinues throughout the month of 
February, is to match last year's total 
contributions- and successfully collect. 
Students contacted this month by cam-
paign solicitors wi II be encouraged 
to carry out their pledges as quickly as 
possible, although periodic payments 
can be arranged. For more information 
. about the United Jewish Appeal or the 
Law School fundraising drive, contact 
this year's campaign chair woman, 
Nancy Welber, at 971-9160, or Barry 
Rudofsky or Mark Kowalsky at 668-
1649. 
Vahan's 
Clothing & T ailoring 
For those who need to dress conserva tively, but don' t want to 
sa crifice s tyle. Come to Vaha n 's, the ta ilor who giHs you t he 
perfect fi t . 
Alteratio ns for Men .and W o men 
Mon .-Sat 
9:00 to 5:30 
Fri. 
9:00 to 8:30 
311 East Liberty 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
Phone 662-7888 
ICLE HAS J UST P UBLISHED the 
MICHI GA N BASIC PRA CTICE 
HANDBOOK, edited by Fred S. Stein-
gold . Designed to meet the needs of the 
new la wyer , this 800-page handbook ex-
plains, step by step, the major legal 
tr ansactions a lawyer is likely to face. 
E ach cha pter provides check-lis ts, 
sam ple pleadings, standard forms and 
descriptions of the procedures 'for han-
dling the most common legal problems. 
The book may be ordered by sending 
a check to ICLE Book Dept. , Hutchins 
Hall , Ann Arbor , MI 48109. Regula r 
price: $41.60 ($40 plus $1.60 MI sales 
tax); Discount price: $31.20 ($30 plus 
$1.20 MI sales tax). 
THE NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD 
presents Bill Goodman in a discussion 
of " History of the Guild. " Information 
on Guild projects available. New people 
welcome ! Febr uary 10, 4 p.m., 
Lawyers Club Lounge. 
JUDGE STE PHEN LACHS, a gay 
Superior Court Judge of L.A. and for-
mer oro tem member of the California 
SuQreme Court, will lecture on "civil 
rights and the judicial system." The 
lecture will take place in the Lawyers' 
Club lounge at 4 p.m . on Sunday, 
February 14, 1982; a reception follows 
immediately thereafter . Sponsored by 
MSA, Law School Speakers Committee 




1201 S. University and Churc:t. 
Ann Arbor 
Family Law Project 
ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 
1982 at 4: 00 P .M. in room 138 Hutchins 
Hall the Family Law Project is spon-
soring a panel discussion on spouse 
abuse and the importa nce of providing 
legal help for battered women. We in-
vite you to attend. 
The Family Law Project <FLP ) is 
a student-run organization consisting of 
men and women law students, attor -
neys, and under graduates that provides 
total legal assistance for indigent 
women who have been battered by their 
husband or boyfriend. Since it was 
organized in 1979, the FLP has handled 
over 100 cases and has ga ined a 
fa vorable reputation in the community. 
The services FLP provides a r e 
critical. Because of budget cutbacks, 
Legal Services of Washtenaw County 
has not handled any divorces for in-
digent women since the spring of 1981. 
Aside from the few divorce cases taken 
by the general clinic at the Jaw school, 
the FLP is the only agency providing 
divorces for these women in 
Washtenaw County. 
Since its inception the FLP has had 
more potential clients than law student 
volunteers to help them. The FLP has 
had the unfortunate task of turning 
away women who have left their homes 
~nd have no place to turn for legal 
assistance. More law student volun-
teers are desperately needed to fill this 
void. · 
We Serve Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. 
769-8364 We Specialize in PIZZA. Regular and Sicilian. 
Normandie 
Flowers 
FrHh Flo-~ A· Pl•nta 
1104 S. University 
Ann Arbor. Michigan 481 04 
313/996-1811 
Open Mon.-Sot lO o.m.-6 p m 
• 
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YoJJr Campus Flowe r Connection 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE 
FEDERATION 
of Washington, D. C. 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd 
year students and summer starters 
for fall, 1982 internships on 
Monday, February 15 
Interns will earn 12 credit hours fora 
semester spent in Washington, D. C. working 
on one of six interdisciplinary environmental 
law programs. 
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A First Step 
In voting last Friday to seat first-year students 
in at least one small class section taught by a 
professor, the faculty finally made an attempt at 
facing up to what 's been called studen t 
"alienation." We applaud the faculty for its ef-
fort , and as importantly, for giving thoughtful 
consideration to student input on the debate. 
The problem of " alienation" remains , 
however , and to get at its sources , the professors 
may have to look within themselves. 
Defining "alienation" is not easy. Most would 
agree that it has something to do with the fear, 
pressure and solitude students encounter, 
especially in the first year, but its roots are more 
mysterious. Some say it springs from within the 
students themselves, and has matured by the 
time law school begins. Others, including a 
majority of the faculty, as reflected in its vote, 
concede that alienation is fostered within the law 
school as well. 
So now first-years will get smaJl sections. In 
voting for these, some professors expressed the 
hope that smaller groups will open up avenues 
not only between students themselves, but bet-
ween student and professor as well . Smaller sec-
tions, some professors said, would also enable 
professors to spend more time with individual 
students reviewing exam performance. 
Our question is this: Need professors wait for 
smaller sections before they feel free or even 
compelled to address these needs? If the 
problem is now, why wait unW tomorrow to start 
solving it? 
As things stand, many professors remain aloof 
to the individual student's concerns. Some 
assume a stranger's stance once the class hour is 
over . Office hours are impossible for many 
students to make, and doors closed completely 
once exams are graded. 
There are, of course, explanations, the most 
often cited of which is time. Tbat professors are 
" too busy" for students, however, fails to explain 
the aloofness, and ignores the fact that students 
are busy too. Of course, a professor may always 
slam the door on the student with worthless 
gripes, but for the student with a real problem, 
that door should be open. 
Wha t may be needed is more than a 
curriculum change: what 's required is a change 
of attitude, and if that requires some sacrifice on 
the faculty's part, and on the administration's 
part in allowing for that change, then so be it. 
Until that sacrifice surfaces, a ny concern for 
student alienation will be appreciated, but will 
still fall short of its aims. 
Letters • 
El Salvador: Sins in Our Name 
The following is an open leuer ro Senator Charles H. 
Percy. 
Dear Senator Percy: 
As Jaw students at the University of Michigan 
and members of the Phi Delta Phi legal frater-
nity, we are all deeply concerned with the 
foreign policy of the United States and the effects 
that foreign policy has on Americans and the 
people in the rest of the world. We have observed 
with particular dismay the increasing support 
our government has pledged the military junta 
now ruling El Salvador. As patriotic citizens, we 
feel it is our duty to speak out against a policy we 
believe is both misguided and immoral. 
We are sure that you are familiar with the 
tragic details of El Salvador's history and 
current political structure. It is, as you know, a 
society marked by disproportions of wealth that 
stagger the imagination. By a history of con-
tinual repression by the military of all attempts 
at change, and by poverty that we Americans 
cannot even imagine. Nothing that any of us 
have read or heard recently leads us to think that 
any of this has changed since the U.S. undertook 
its policy of support for the milllary junta . 
Instead, we read every week of massacres by 
right-wing death squads and government troops. 
The latest of these was an eyewitness account of 
the murder of at least seven hundred peasants by 
government troops armed with American 
weapons and trained by American advisors. The 
Administration has made no attempt to look into 
these r eports. Instead , it simply denies them, 
although they come from the most r eputable 
sectors of our free press. Indeed, the day after 
this most recent report, President Reagan of-
ficially certified El Salvador as a country that 
has taken significant steps in the field of human 
rights. Today we read that the U.S. will send El 
Salvador an additional $100 million in aid, at a 
time when millions of Americans are unem-
ployed and millions more face cuts in gover-
nment services that make their lives bearable. 
We are told again and again that the 
revolutionary movement in El Salvador is an in-
strument of international communism directed 
by Cuba and the Soviet Union , and that we must 
stop it to preserve democracy in Central 
America . Yet every time someone asks the Ad· 
ministration for oroof of these allegations, they 
are either ignored or told it comes from con-
fidential sources. At the same time, independent 
sources state that the revolution is being carried 
on by and for El Salvadorans, that it is the con-
sequence of purely internal circumstances, and 
that the vast amounts of arms flowi ng into El 
Salvador from Cuba and Nicaragua are nowhere 
to be found. If the Administration has solid, con-
\'incing proof of external intervention, why won't 
it present it to us. the American people? 
The parallels of El Salvador and Vietnam are 
striking- the policymakers' ignorance of the 
conditions leading up to the present situation: 
the alternate assurances that we can see light at 
the end of the tunnel and frenzied statements 
that without still more American aid the in-
surgents will win ; the assertions that the 
revolution is not domestically inspired, but a 
product of international communism , C<!mplfte 
with a new domino theory: an incremental ap-
proach to the escalation that manages to just 
keep the regime in power w1thout alerting the 
American people to what is going on; and most 
importantly. ·an attitude that the U.S. has the 
right to intervene in a purely domestic crisis. a 
crisis that is largely the product of our past sup-
port of dictatorship in the country. 
We all agree it is tragic and immoral for the 
U.S. government to continue to support one of the 
most repressive regimes in the world while there 
arc so many constructive things it can do at 
home and abroad. The efforts to assuage our 
fears with promises of free elections. land 
reforms, and the Administration's better under-
standing do not affect us. We have seen such 
" free" elections before- in Poland, Vietnam a nd 
El Salvador itself. A single letter, from a group 
reprec;enting at most 5% of the peasants in El 
Salvador, does not convince us that the land 
reforms are winning over the peasants. 
We beg you, as fellow citizens, to use your 
position and prestige to bring our views for-
cefully to the attention of President Reagan and 
his makers of foreign policy. We love our nation 
too much to sit back idly while we watch what we 
consider sin committed in our name. 
Eric C. Marshall 
David Scott Nance 
Gregory Sullivan 
Abortion Issue Involves Rights 
To the editor: 
It is unfortunate that Mr. Loots' article on 
abortion, a serious and difficult issue. should 
descend to the level of a series of cheap shots 
which together form nothing more than an ex-
tended ad hominum argument. 
In the end, he tells us only that some people 
who oppose abortion do so for silly or superficial 
reasons, and that such people frequently also 
have very illiberal views on other political 
issues. One can only conclude that Mr. Loots was 
not willing to face the first and central question 
in the abortion issue: what legal protection, if 
any, should we accord a human fetus? 
Mr. Loots first gives us that tired old fatuity 
that he personally is opposed to abor tion but 
believes it should be legal. One imagines Mr. 
Loots as an abolitionist stating that while he per-
sonally doesn't have slaves he believes everyone 
should have the right to hold other human beings 
in bondage. 
The issue is precisely what legal protection 
should be given to human entities in the face of 
' widespread belief that they have no rights. If, in 
1850, Mr. Loots had been the only American to 
believe that s la very was wrong, it would never-
theless still be wrong. Indeed, the intellectual 
emptiness of his position becomes apparent 
when one tmagines a Senator announcing that he 
didn't vote for the Civil Rights Act because while 
he personally associates with blacks, he doesn't 
believe he should ''force his morality on others;" 
therefore he does not wish to be called 
segregationist or racist but merely " pro-
choice." 
I am opposed to abortion and I can reci te, 
probably better than Mr. Loots. the failings of 
many people in the anti-abortion movement: 
they did not work for civil rights or they actively 
oppose civil rights ; they were silent during the 
war in Vietnam ; they think our government 
ought to be supporting the killing in El Salvador ; 
they have no concern for the poor <except before 
they are born>: and far too many of them voted 
for a man who thinks ketchup ought to count as 
a vegetable in a school lunch program. ' 
And yet, having conceded all of this, I fail to 
see that the abortion issue is in any way altered : 
what legal protection, if any. should we extend to 
unborn human beings? Please no empty cliches 
about "a woman's right to control her own 
body." This begs the question in the same way as 
the argument used by pro-slavery forces that a 
man had a right to conlrol his own property. The 
issue is : are there any other rights involved 
here? 
r believe that these are hard questions and that 
there are other questions involved, such as the 
mother's right to privacy, which make the legal 
issues even more difficult to resolve. But articles 
like Mr. Loots' do not advance the discussion by 
one iota. They merely serve further to polarize 
people holding opposing views by exacerbating 
the " us against them" mentality he deplores in 
the "nti-abortwn groups. 
Kathy Hanenburg 
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Sobering Up for Lone Star Bar · 
by Cub Schwartz • Have you ever broken the Law? a nd poor enough to get convicted? suspect that is why a lot of lawyers 
Lest you have forgotten, admission <You may exclude minor traffic offen- • Do you have alimony -or child sup- become politicians ; at least then they 
to the Bar is supposed to be the ultimate ses> port obliga tions that wouJd require you can make mistakes without tarnishing 
religious experience. It is the Seven • Have you ever been suspended to send dollars earned in Texas outside the Bar. <It's kind of like kids leaving 
Sacraments received at one sitting. The from any school? You guessed it : give its borders? home so they won't hurt their mother.) 
recent graduate is baptized into the details. • After you tasted Lonestar beer did An insignificant English court repor-
profession, cleansed of all imperfec- • Do you solemnly -swear, without you immediately loathe the taste of ter named Charles Dickens once obser-
tions that might tempt a mere mortal to any mental reservations whatsoever, every other brew? . ved that " . . . if there were no bad 
abuse the public trus.t, and placed in that you will protect, uphold and defend • Wasn't Urban Cowboy the gr.eatest people there would be no good 
spiritual communion with that sacred, the Constitution of the United States movie s ince The Yellow Rose of Texas? lawyers. " I doubt that it would violate 
yet intangible body- T.he Law. The new and of the State of Texas? • Isn' t bussing a silly idea? Dickens' intent much to add that if 
lawyer is wed to the cause of justice and Let's face it, Texas, you don't want • lsn ' t secession a wonderful idea? there were no bad lawyers there would 
ordered to fashion its rules so tha t people with excellent mora l charac- • Shouldn 't we eliminate the 1st be no good ones. 
society might operate smoothly. And ter-you just wa nt people with the right Amendment so that the 2nd can ascend I am not arguing for bad lawyers or 
yet. when pressed with the realities of atlitudes. If you weren't lawyers I to its proper place? unethical conduct. I just wonder why 
the world. the lawyer is reminded of the would suspect tha t you weren't being • How a bout that Willy Nelson? the Bar insists on erecting a pedestal 
Bar's own mortality; though wise and honest. May 1 suggest some questions By putting a ll the emphasis on " high for lawyers to stand on smugly above 
powerful, the Law can neither foresee that go to the heart of your concern : moral cha r acter ,'' " honorable the r est of society, only to see them fa ll 
nor correct all of the problems created • Have you ever smoked marijuana profession" a nd the like, lawyers just twice as fa r and with twice the impact 
by doctors, dentists and all other and were stupid enough to get caught look worse when they screw up. I when they fail. 
professions whose members retain M G D N RA Fe 
b~~~t~~~~y~~a~~~sion mto such a Orton rove raws Ire 
higher state of being is \'ery selective. opportumty to make illegaJ both the growing crime problem. According to 
B t th f by Scott Dew u e progression rom mere mortal sale and possession of hand guns. Sloan. "The handgun is traditionally 
to a tto e t 1 · 1 · 1 Mor ton Grove. Illinois. a small rn Y a aw IS og1ca . not The ordinance has already provoked recognized as primarily a self-defense 
mystical Non Jaw st d ts 1·k f t municipality outl.ving Chicago, became · - u en . 1 e e uses severa l federaJ and state law suits weapon. Since criminals willmevitably 
and very you g h'ld · t · t t a recent addition to the Guiness Book of n c I ren, ex1s mas a e " requiring judiciaJ interpretation of the be able to procure handguns. gun con-
of limbo A degree f 0 a ed' t d World Records by being the first gover-. r m n accr 1 e constitutional r ight to bear ariJJK trol will ultimately victimize the la w-
law school ·s a as t t t nment instrumentality in the U.S. to I P ::;por o ourga ory, J ustice Green of the Cook County a biding citizen ." The N.R.A. rep-
from which a nerson m ·ght d t ban handguns. The ordinance enacted "" I ascen o Distr ict Court upheld the ordinance an- resentative was unable to s upport his 
the Ba r o 1 t th d h r February 1 made the sale a nd/or r P unge o e ept s o nouncing that the Sta te 's con- argument with statistics showing the 
ridicule and rat· al ' t- th t possession of ha ndguns within the city Ion 1za 10n a ac- stitutionally guaranteed r ight to bear number of intruders who have been ap-
compa · t ' 0 1 limits a misdemeanor offense. ny reJeC IOn. ne must app y, arms was n6t a bsolute, but conditioned pre hended or scared-off by 
hold one's breath (p a c s t h 1 > According to Mor ton Grove City Of-r Y r. canno e P upon a municipality's legitimate exer- homeowners brandishing revolvers. 
and hope to be t d ficia l John Adkins, the ordina nce was accp e · else of its police power to ensure the Furthermore, Sloan responded to a 
Applying 1-s a b1'tch not passed in response to an escalating · safety a nd general welfare of its Cleveland study showing that a gun in 
Recently I fill ed out the fo r ms crime problem. " In fact ," said Adkins, inha bita nts. th h . . l 'k I 
· d b h B f "The cr1me ra te in Morton Grove has e orne was SIX times more 1 e y requir e Y t e ar o Texas . Here is a In a sepa rate federal action, the to kill a family member or a friend than 
sampli'ng of the quest'o s dropped during the last fi ve years." A 1 n : Seventh Ci rc uit Court of Appeals a would-be criminal merely by calling 
• Have you ever bee d' d petition s ig ned by 200 r esi dents n tvorce or refused to enjoin the municipality from it a " totally disputed myth." 
legally separated? If so · 11 th protesting the building of a local gun · • g1ve a e enforcing the ordinance. The Court 
details. shop sparked the enactment. Instead of Cons idering the .R.A.'s position as 
number-one lobbyist in Washington and 
the influence of a gun-toting Nancy 
Reagan in the- White House, it seems 
unlikely CongreSs will follow the lead of 
Morton Grove in ba nning the sale and 
possession of handguns. A favorable 
Court decision, however, would leave 
states and municipalities free to adopt 
legislation and ordinances similar t" 
Morton Grove's. The effi cacy of such 
isolated measures is rather dubious: a 
patch-work quilt of regulated and non-
regula ted a reas across the country may 
serve only to make the N.R .A.'s claims 
a self-ful fi lling prophecy. 
H merely a mending the loca l zoning or- rejected the plaintiffs' argument that 
• a ve you ever received psychiatric enforceme nt would caus e them 
care or tr eatment for any mental dina nce to prohibit the operation of gun . 1rrepe rable harm . 
illness? Give details. stores, the Board of Trustees seized the Accord.lng to .R.A. spokesperson 
Forum Shopping 
In a valiam (and perhap\ \310) effon to keep those "ho live among the tomes of Hut· 
chins Hall in touch wiJh 1\\UC\ out Jherc in the real"orld, on occasion the Res Ges lae will 
present two oppOsing vie" poinJ\ on i\~ue~ of current controversy in politics and the Ia" . 
Find ing dissenting opmion\ among the abundance of unbridled discourse ~hould be no 
problem, but organi11ng tho\c foes may be. A spot survey around the R.G . office last \\Cek 
found several member\ of the Gore Vidal fan club. but failed to disclose any card-carrying 
members of I he Young Rcpuhhcans. 
Being the basically open-minded csJablishment Jhat we are, we wi ll welcome 
suggestions on both topic' and author\. lf5'ou're interested, just call us at 764-9408. 
J ames Sloan, the Morton Grove or-
dina nce "clas hes with the con-
stitutional r igh t to bear arms." Admit-
ting that this r ight is not absolute, Sloa n 
a rg ued, "Once governmental in-
stitutions a re a llowed to ban handguns, 
nothing could stop them from banning 
all firearms. Sloan predicted a "domino 
effect ," leading to a complete denial of 
the constitutionally-guaranteed right to 
bear arms. 
Reiterating the usual N.R.A. 
rhetoric, Sloa n s tated that the banning 
of h~ndguns will only exacerbate the 




Believe · If 
or Not 
by Jim Loots & David Ruben~teln 
*A ll facts certified from federal files. 
• Oo•log '"" oo>loo'• . l<oolooolol , •ho U~. r fl i1 
contribution to Third World population con-
trol included o holf -million red. white 8 blue 
condoms. 
• The 96th Congress hod o higher per co pi to 
crime rote thon the 41st precinct ol the 
South 8ronx . 
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• If oil the people who lost their jobs during , · 
1981 were to stond orm-to-orm. they w ould 
form o line from Washington , D .C. to 
Phoenix , Arizono. 
'/?\:....,..J,·,__, ---- '~· - ./ ' _.., .... :::..-
• The 1982 Federol budget contoons more 
money for m ili tory bonds thon for the entire 
Not ional Endowment for the Arts . 
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Arts 
Reggae Music not just for Rastafarians 
by Roger Berlin 
"Oh pressure oh yeh pressure gonna 
drop on you" is drawn from a reggae 
song by Toots and the Maytals. Its war-
ning was probably not intended to r each 
the U of M law student population. yet 
its meaning bea rs enough relevance to 
our three year hiatus from normal life 
to justify a rudimentary discourse on 
reggae music. 
Reggae is protest music . It protestS 
the sta tus quo in Jamaica , which con-
c:is ts of extreme wea lth concentrated in 
the hands of a few and overwhelming 
poverty for much of the populace; 
Jamaica is pretty much a banana 
republic. 
Many of the Jamaican reggae a rtists 
a re followe rs of the Rastafa r ian 
religion, which espouses the use of 
marijuana and the worship of the late 
Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie, who 
Rastafarians consider to be the em-
bodiment of the god Ja h because his 
rise to power paraUeled the Rasta 
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THURSDAY I FEBRUARY 25 
HILL AUDITORIUM, 8:00PM 
Tickets: $8.50, 7.50, 6.50 reserved 
GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE O N SA LE NOW! 
HILL AUDITORIUM , 8:00 PM 
Tickets · S8.50 7 50 6 50 
reserved and on sale n o w 
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" The M ost Orig inal G ui tarist 
Since Jimi Hendrix" 
Robert Po/mer Rolltn~ Sfono 
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Saturday 1 March 20 
University Club 
Two Shows - 8 P.M. & I 0:30 P.M. 
T •< keos S6 50 Generol Adnots\•On 
Ticketes on so le a t The M ich igan Union Box Office and all CTC 
outle ts . For mo re information co li 763-6922. 
Rastafarians claim that Selassie will 
return to straighten out everything un-
just in the world . While they await his 
return, the Rastafarians smoke a lot of 
pot a nd tune out. Their trademark is the 
way they wear their hair : soaked in salt 
water and hardened into long coiled 
braids called dreadlocks. 
The music itself is a mesmer izing 
blend of soul, jazz and Carribean music 
with its own distinctive island r hythm. 
It has pockets of devout listeners 
throughout the world, and has influen· 
ced much of the British New Wave, the 
most recognized example being the 
music of the Police. 
One's apprEfiation of reggae may 
depend on the ingestion of "ganja ·· 
while listening. For those who partake 
of the sinister weed but don't know 
anything about the music, two records 
tha t ma ke an excellent introduction 
come to mind. 
One is Rasla man Vibrations by the 
late Bob Marley ; the album is probably 
the reggae album against which all oth-
ers should be compared. If Paul was the 
Walrus, then certainly Marley was 
Reggae Master. He was also the de fac-
to leader of much of the Jamaican 
population until his death last year at 
the age of 36. He sold $190 million worth 
of records, a n amount equal to B% of 
Jamaica 's 1980 gross national product. 
Marley's influence was so strong in 
Jamaica that upon his death he was 
posthumously awarded the Jamaican 
Order of Merit and given a full state 
funeral. 
Another record of particular 
significance ts Equal Hights by Peter 
Tosh, a former member of Marley's 
band. Tosh recently toured the U.S., in-




fhl' CPLR. An In-Depth Anat~st::. 
memorable performance in Detroit. 
Near the mid-point of the show. 
Tosh stopped the music and gave a 
Rasta lecture which was so inspir ing 
that it gave at least one member 
of the audience the urge to a ppeal to the 
law school administration for a new 
course-"Reggae a nd the Law"-but 
Tosh might not be into the Jaw school 
guest professor circuit. 
Thanks to college student fans, a nd a 
sizeable Jamaican population in 
Detroil, reggae en ter tai nm ent is 
readily available in the a rea. One way 
to get into reggae is to stop by the u-
Ciub at the Union on any Tuesday night 
when they play reggae all night and 
tropical drinks are specially priced. 
Another '.; to catch the band 1-Tal 
which frequently plays Rick 's 
American Cafe. (They nearly caused a 
riot at the 1981 Street Art Fa ir.) Or 
check out the 1972 cult film The Ha rder 
They Come with its immensely popular 
soundtrack by reggae star Jimmy C1iff, 
who also stars in the movie. 
It must be confessed that a full ap-
preciation of reggae is difficult when 
one is surrounded by the white powdery 
stuff-snow. that is-unless you have a 
couple of sun lamps and a la rge yucca 
tree in your apartment. But surely the 
best time of the year to listen to reggae 
is in the summer when the humidi ty is 
so high that your lips sweat a nd your 
body is strung on another wire. 
Mos t listeners of reggae in this coun-
try know little about the Jamaican 
culture and the political and social 
strains there that have fueled reggae. 
But an understanding of the tur bulence 
in Jamaican life is certainly not a pre-
requisite for enjoyi ng the music . 
The author is a second year student 
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Sports 
Assault on Ice 
First in a .series 
by Rick Olshansky 
In the past 8- 10 years the subject of 
violence rn professional s ports has 
come up with increased freq uency. The 
National Hockey League stands out as 
the most blatant example . No one 
seriously doubts that ice hockey as 
played in the NHL is a more violent 
sport than it was in 1965. 
One reason for this was the success of 
tbe Philadelphia Flyers . Nicknamed 
tbe Broad Street Bullies, that team set 
tbe standard for "aggressive hockey" 
during the mid 1970's . Their s tyle 
became the new wave in hockey. 
The move from finesse to force is 
easily understandable from a coach's 
point of view. F irst, it is hard to argue 
witb success. There is a natural ten-
dency to copy your successful op-
ponent. Witness the r esurgence of 
passing in the National Foot ba ll 
League. Second, a nd more importantly, 
you don't need players with the skill of 
Guy LaFluer to implement tactics. You 
only need a handful of goons who a re 
willing to figh t. 
On February t, Los Angeles King 
Paul "Mulvey was ordered by his coach 
to join a fight taking place on the ice. 
)1ulvey refused and within hours was 
sent to the minors. His coach, Don 
Perry, has been suspended by the NHL 
for 15 days for ordering a player to 
break a league rule. All the other 
professional teams had a chance to 
claim Mulvey but declined to do so. 
The shame of the Mulvey incident is 
not that a player was essentially fi red 
and a coach slapped on the wr ist in 
comparison. The real shame is the 
lesson it teaches children who par-
ticipate in hockey. What is a to-year-old 
to think when a professional hockey 
player is shunned from the league for 
failing to join a brawl? 
Participation in hockey leagues by 
younger children has increased 
dramatically in the pas t decade . 
Leagues are available for children in 
most ·metropolitan cities. Professional 
hockey players do not differ from other 
professional athletes in the way they 
are idolized and emulated by children. 
This is the reason that violence in 
hockey must be controlled . 
Before supplying some possibl e 
solutions to the problem it is necessary 
to understand exactly what is con-
sidered true aggressive play and what 
is basically assault on skates. 
The rules of hockey allow a certain 
amount of physical force to separate 
player from puck. You may body check 
a player with the puck. This is done by 
bumping the player with your shoulder. 
chest or hip. Use of the hockey stick to 
trip or otherwise maul another player is 
also forbidden. Technically, fighting is 
illegal as well. 
The violence in hockey comes trom 
the fi ne lines that sepa rate these rules. 
One player checks another legally into 
the boards . The other player responds 
with a half shove. The first player 
shoves back and so on a nd so on until 
most of the players on the ice are 
swarming around ready to drop their 
gloves for the glory of the game. 
Whether players actually hurt each 
other is not essentially important. It 's 
the milling around, looki ng, wai ting , 
deciding if maybe you should r ip some 
opposing player 's head off whose only 
fault happens to be doing and thinking 
the same thing you a re . Watch a pro 
hockey game someti me. Il is very sad 
Bell's Pizza 
two 12 oz. Cokes with any pizza 
or 
$2.00 off any large pizza 
must refer to RG. special when ordering 
offt'r e.qnrer February 15. 1982 
716 Packard at State 995-0232 
Free delivery after 11:00 a.m. 
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Sports Poll 
The winner of last week's Spor ts Poll is John Witri with a score of 7-3. We a re 
all very proud of you here at the R.G. You are a regular participant in the poll and, 
geez, we feel like you're part of the family . Come by the R.G. office and pick up 
your coupon. Now. 
This week's Sports Poll asks you to select the winners of the following NCAA 
basketball games. Submit your entry by Saturday, February 13th in the Sports Poll 
box located on the table in front of Room 100. 
Circle the winner. 
Loyola plus 12 at DePaul 
Illinois plus 1 at Wisconsin 
Kentucky at Alabama pluSJ 
Georgia plus 2 at LSU 
Michigan plus 4 at Northwestern 
Missouri at Oklahoma St. plus 14 
North Carolina at Notre Dame plus 1 
Stanford plus 2 at Washington 
Syracuse plus 5 at Connecticut 
Virginia at Clemson plus 5 
Tie Breaker : How many points will Ralph Sampson score against Clemson 
on Saturday? _ _ 
Name : -------------------------------------------
Phone : ----------------- ----------------------------
that I a m not making tbis up. 
The reason violence in hockey should 
be a lleviated is very basic . The way to 
go about a llevia ting it bas been a mat-
ter of much discussion recently. In 
the second part of this story I will 
discuss other reasons and rationales for 
the proliferation of violence in hockey 
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Grades: The Art of Consistent Subjectivity? 
<Continued from Page 1): 
years, the resultant percentages reflect 
an average which may have varied 
considerably from year to year. That is, 
one professor may have given 10 per-
cent of one class A's, another 15 percent 
and still another 20 percent. If such 
were (he case, the resultant grade 
guidelines would suggest that a 
professor gives A's to 15 percent of his 
class in subsequent years. 
But we aU know that there is no such 
thing as the "average" class. Dean 
Sandalow stressed that, " Grades 
should not reflect what section one hap-
pened to be assigned to." He added 
that, "An especia!Jy strong class may 
have a disproportionately large num-
ber of people in the 'A ' range. If an ex-
perienced professor such as F rank 
Allen wants to deviate from these 
guidelines, he should feel free to do so." 
Thus, unless a given class is truly 
average, chances are the grade 
distribution in any given course may 
vary considerably from the guidelines. 
should view these extreme categor ies 
as an affirmative obligation. " Thus, 
D 's and E 's are not mandatory in a 
given-<:lass. 
Those are the mechanics of the curve. 
But how does a professor differentiate 
an A+ paper from my C +? According 
to Martin , the top grades go to " those 
students who ma ke the best points as 
well as the subtle points. " Most 
irritating to him ar e "the exposes on 
general principles. My meter doesn't 
click until they star t on the facts ." 
Another shortcoming he notes is when 
students assume an issue will be 
decided one way, ignoring the chain of 
r easoning which would foll!)W from the 
issue going the other way. , 
White feels that the difference bet-
ween a "C" and an " A" answer is ob-
vious. For him, a "C" answer "just 
doesn't deal with some of the big issues 
which, in real life, would come out and 
bite you." On the other hand, "The 
classical "A" answer will cast aside all 
the irrelevant. issues and consequently 
focus on what you (the professor) per-
ceive to be the relevant issues." 
If aU of the above seems somewhat 
subjective, it is. But as White put it, 
" However subjective it is, we apply Ole 
subjectivity in a similar way. The 
student who gets A's and C's is a very 
unusual animal. However we grade, 
and whatever it is we're measuring, we 
do it quite consistently." 
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The grade guidelines anticipate the 
"borderline cluster" problem. Again, 
according to Dean Sandalow, " When 
there is a cluster near the A range but 
the natural break point would place 
them in the B + category, the professor 
should feel free to place them in the 
higher category even though this would 
deviate from the curve.'' 
I'll take Prison terms for $100, Art 
Professors expressed different views 
as to how they respond in such 
situations. For example, Professor 
White doesn 't believe in such charity, 
opting instead to "let the chips fall 
where they may." On the other hand, 
Martin said, "Why not make people 
happy if you've got the chance," in sup-
port of his practice of grading upwards 
in such cases. 
The " D'' and " E" categories are 
completely discretionary. The ex-
planatory memorandum to the Grade 
Guidelines suggests that professors 
view these categories as "representing 
a judgment that if the student's work in 
one other course (in the case of an E > or 
in several courses (in the case of a D) 
fails to exceed this level the student 
should be excluded from school because 
of failure to meet the minimum 
academic standards associated with 
law study at Michigan. " ~ 
Realizing the gravity of such policy, 
the l!uideline directs that. "No teacher ,.. 
by Paul Ha mburger 
Last week, the New York Times 
reported that a pickpocket decided his 
own jail term by flipping a coin-heads 
it meant 30 days in the slammer; 
tails-20 days. 
Now, the New York Bar is making a 
big stink about Judge Friess of Manhat-
tan who sanctioned such a practice. or 
course, the story would never have 
made the front page had the coin come 
up heads. 
To tell you the truth, I don't see what 
everyone's all worked up about. We've 
aU heard Professor Kamisar exclaim 
" This is the worst opinion I've ever 
read. If this is how judges decide cases 
they ma:v. as well flip a coin!" 
Well, Judge Friess went to law school 
too and his professors probably said the 
same thing. So he took the initiative and 
tried to reform the system. 
In terms of reform , though, Judge 
Friess is years behind my friend, Judge 
Warren E. · warren. To enlighten law 
students on reform of sentencing 
Law in the Raw 
procedures, Judge Warren showed me 
-some transcripts from his court: 
" We got the goods on you, Lefty. It 
says here I can give you 10- 15 years. I 
think you deserve 20, but I heard you 're 
a betting man . I'll give you 5-1 odds on 
10 years that you can't roll a seven." 
"Okay, your honor , gimme the dice. " 
[Whereupon Lefty rolled a seven and 
reduced his sentence to 10 years.] 
"Well Lefty you got lucky once. 
How'd you like to try for 'double or 
parole'? " 
"Sure-why not?" [Lefty rolled a 4 
and a 3 tha tturned to a 1]. 
Sorry Lefty- you must learn to be 
responsible for your actions. Should 
have quit while you were ahead. Fifty 
years on Devil 's Island. Next case 
" Harry, you have been accused of 
murder in the second degree, which 
carries a penalty of life in prison. I un-
derstand your lawyer has prepared an 
insanity defense. The way I see it-you 
can keep your insanity defense or trade 
it for what 's behind juror number 1, 2 or 
3. What 'll it be? " 
[Defense counsel objected on the 
ground that his client was not com-
petent to make such a choice. J 
"Counselor- if a grown woman can 
stand up on TV dressed as Daffy Duck 
and choose, so can your client. What's 
your choice, Harry?" 
I'll take Juror number 2." 
[Behind Juror 2's chair was a sign-
"10 vears plus probation."] 
"All right Harry you can keep what 
you've got or you can trade it for what 's 
in my desk or behind juror 3." , 
[The courtroom exploded with people 
yeiling "Juror 3" and " Take the 
desk"-no one yelled "Keep the 10 
years" though]. 
" I ' ll take juror number 3.'' 
"Sorry, Harry. The sign says. life in 
solitary. " 
"But your Honor, I thought you said 
the maximum sentence was life in 
prison !:· 
" Harry. you've got to learn to put 
some faith in the system of justice 
we've got here." ' Case closed." 
Compiled by Matthew Kiefer 
Scienter 
A New York man has been arrested and charged 
with shooting out the windows of three cars with a 
pellet gun. Suspected of involvement in 200 other 
recently r epor ted car window shootings, the man is 
part owner of a New York car window business. 
Designer Deductions ' Fly back Follies 
-National Public Radio, January 25, 1982 
Last L augh. 
It began as just another example of'an increasingly 
familia r story. Marianne Reen had agreed to work 
to put her new husband, Thomas, through un-
dergraduate and professional school. No doubt 
thinking himself pretty clever, Tom instituted 
divorce proceedings soon after graduation from 
dental school, so that he would have few ~ssets 
to divide in the property settlement. But the Judge 
was clever too: he ruled that a professional license 
must be considered marital property, and awarded 
half of its estimated present value to Marian-
ne-$120,000. 
..._ Chr onicle of Higher Educa tion . January 1982 
You may not have been overly fond of Pat Nixon's 
" Republican cloth coat," but Nancy Reagan's 
designer wardrobe is becoming even more un-
popular with the IRS. It seems the First Lady wants 
to give away rights to her extensive collection of 
clothing to various museums, thus escaping 
having to pay taxes on the mostly donated dresses. 
The IRS contends that the tactic will not negate the . 
receipt-of-value test for tax purposes. The Reagans' 
attorney~ intend to contest the matter. . 
- Associated Press Newswire, January 28, 1982 
Bad Timing 
Celebrity lawyer Marvin Mitchelson of 'palimony' 
fame recently had his evening meal interrupted by 
a woman curious about his fee for handling a divor-
ce. " When I'm in the middle of dinner," Mitchelson 
retorted , "it's three times as much ." 
-Detroit Free Press, January 19. 1982 
Following heated debate, Yale Law School's faculty 
had voted to institute a "recruitment week '' in Oc-
tober, during which all on-campus job interviews 
will be scheduled, complemented by a longer 
Thanksgiving break during which to take flybacks. 
The plan is reportedly a response to fac ulty concern 
about the disruptive effects of job hunting on 
academic performance. 
-Amer:ican Lawyer , February 1982 
' 
Quoteofthe Week 
"Your December issue is rife with references to the 
'absurd' compensation accorded law students and 
young associat~s . These complaints sound very 
much like the squeals of an elderly razorback an· 
noyed because the runt of- the litter occupies too 
much space at the trough. "-Second-year Michigan 
law student Don Dripps, in a letter to the editor in 
February's Amer ican Lawyer. 
